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With the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), data networks must increasingly
support data-driven applications that rely on information harvested from large
networks of IoT devices. However, most of the IoT devices are resource-
constrained in terms of energy and communication bandwidth, which imposes
constraints on how the data can be collected. Moreover, efficient information
harvesting requires tight coordination among distributed devices, which may
be hard to achieve in most distributed networks.

We consider the problem on the following three planes (Figure 1):
• A data plane from which information is harvested
• A network plane representing the communication links
• A resource plane that summarizes resource constraints

In this work, we propose cross-layer information harvesting that considers
both collaboration of IoT devices on the data plane and potential resource
competition among IoT devices on the resource plane towards maximizing the
collective value of the received information.
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Figure 1 Three-layer information harvesting in IoT
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Introduction: Information Harvesting in IoT

We adopt a multi-agent reinforcement learning approach while considering
spatial correlations. Figure 3 shows the learning framework.
• Environment: physical & wireless environments (data & resource planes)
• Agent 𝑖: a sensor device
• 𝑁!: the union set of adjacent nodes of 𝑖 (including 𝑖 itself)
• Local state 𝑠"∈$! : State of adjacent nodes of 𝑖 (on data & resource planes)
• Local action 𝑎"∈$!: Action of adjacent nodes of 𝑖(data sampling & reporting)
• Local reward 𝑟"∈$!: Reflects the quality of reported data
Advantages:
• Adapt to dynamic environments
• Reduce computation complexity from a global level to a local level
• Avoid duplicate reports containing redundant information

Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL)

Figure 3 Multi-agent reinforcement learning

A simulator that models all three layers (data/network/resource) with sensors
distributed in two dimensions is created to train the RL model.
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Data plane: A time-variant physical heat diffusion system

Network plane: A network with random access channel
• Contains a set of sensors and one or more gateways

Resource plane:Wireless channels
• Encapsulate the propagation model for uplink and
downlink transmissions

Figure 4 Simulator

We compare the performance of our MARL policy during training with a
random policy, where all devices send an update with a fixed probability (30%,
50%, and 90% ) at each round. The performance of a policy is evaluated by
running the wildfire simulation for 20 training episodes (where each episode
contains 500 rounds). Figure 5 shows how the mean error of field
reconstruction (data quality) and the packet error rate (communication
efficiency) changes over time. With MARL, the mean error of the field
reconstruction (collaboration) is reduced by 20% and the probability of
transmission failure (competition) is reduced by 25%.

Experiments

Figure 5 Experimental results

We have formulated a 3-layer framework to abstract the competition in the
resource plane and collaboration in the data plane and looked into a specific
wildfire tracking use case. We have developed a MARL algorithm to utilize
localized information in different planes and demonstrated promising results.
Future work:
• Improve the RL algorithms for different application settings with specific
spatial correlation; create corresponding simulation environments

• Examine the cases with mobile sensors (e.g., drones) where the sensor
competition and collaboration is not statically determined

• Study the theoretical guarantees on the achieved reward and resource usage
of the proposed algorithms and evaluate the performance

• Build real-world IoT testbed with sensors and drones and use it to test the
performance of the proposed approach
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Conclusion and Future Work

We consider the wildfire tracking problem, where IoT devices can be
potentially used to track the spread of the wildfire.
• An IoT network of spatially distributed wireless temperature sensors
• Data plane: temperature distribution of a given region
• Network plane: communication links between IoT devices
• Resource plane: shared wireless channels
• Goal: reconstruct the temperature filed of the wildfire with collected data

Use Case: Wildfire Tracking

We exploit a key observation: devices’ optimal behaviors depend mainly on a
subset of “adjacent” or “neighboring” devices, and these spatial correlations
govern the device interactions.

Spatial Correlation: Collaboration & Competition

Figure 2 Spatial correlation in device collaboration and competition
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• Spatial correlation on the data plane reduces the joint information value.

Devices in physical proximity, e.g., device 1 to 2 in Figure 2, are likely to
collect correlated data that jointly adds less information value than the joint
data from devices that are further apart, e.g., device 3 and 5.

• Spatial correlation on the resource plane indicates resource sharing.

Devices in physical proximity tend to share the same resource pools. For
example, device 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 2 report to the same gateway using the
same set of wireless channels. They are more likely to interfere with each
other.

Spatial Correlations for Collaboration & Competition:

• Adjacent nodes on the data plane collaborate in data sampling and reporting

• Adjacent nodes on the resource plane compete over the same resource pool


